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NEW TOOLS HELP EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS
Research supports newly launched EULAR campaign: “Don’t delay, connect today”

Madrid, Spain, 14 June 2017: The results of two studies presented today at the Annual European
Congress of Rheumatology (EULAR) 2017 press conference highlight the use of two new tools, which
can potentially play a pivotal role in the early diagnosis of Systemic Sclerosis (SSc).1,2
One large scale study has demonstrated that patients meeting the ‘very early diagnosis of systemic
sclerosis’ (VEDOSS) criteria predominantly have the characteristic appearance of an early SSc pattern
when they are investigated using a technique known as nailfold videocapillaroscopy.1
A second study showed that a new epitope *-based blood test designed to detect SSc-specific
autoantibodies may be helpful as a tool for diagnosis in patients suspected of having SSc. 2

Nailfold videocapillaroscopy supports very early diagnosis of SSc
Nailfold videocapillaroscopy is a non-invasive, inexpensive and reproducible imaging method allowing
the evaluation of structural changes in the peripheral microcirculation. Consisting of a combination of a
microscope with a large magnification lens coupled with a digital video camera aided by specific
software, this technique allows a precise measurement of the morphology of capillaries and their
density.3

The characteristic appearance of an early SSc pattern during nailfold videocapillaroscopy includes the
presence of giant capillaries and haemorrhages.4 Conversely, loss of capillaries, vascular architectural
disorganisation and the presence of abnormally shaped capillaries represent the clearest aspect of
advanced SSc microvascular damage, which has also been associated with organ involvement in
clinically overt SSc.4,5,6

*

part of an antigen that is recognised by the immune system

“Because SSc is usually preceded by the presence of Raynaud’s phenomenon †, this provides an ideal
opportunity to investigate the earliest damage to the microcirculation,” said lead author Professor
Vanessa Smith from Ghent University Hospital, Ghent, Belgium.
“Nailfold videocapillaroscopy should be regarded as a key component of the VEDOSS criteria (that also
encompass clinical changes to the microcirculation “Raynaud’s phenomenon”, presence of antinuclear
antibodies in the circulation and puffy digits), which have been specifically designed to diagnose SSc
as early as possible. One of the aims of studying the disease in such an early cohort is to find targets
to ultimately treat the disease before irreversible tissue damage has occurred,” she explained.

The prevalence of nailfold videocapillaroscopy early SSc patterns was higher in the Anti-Nuclear
Antibody (ANA) positive VEDOSS patients than those without this antibody. The estimated distribution
of early SSc patterns were 40% vs. 13% in the ANA+ and ANA- patients respectively. A typical “early”
pattern was present in 79% of “target” patients.

For the quantitative capillaroscopic characteristics, the only statistically significant difference between
the ANA+ and ANA- patients was in the presence of “moderate” or “extensive” giant capillaries (23 vs.
5%, p=0.027).1

40 centres took part in the VEDOSS endeavour leading to a database with 1,085 patients with
Raynaud’s phenomenon. These patients were divided into two main groups: ANA+ patients and those
without this antibody in their circulation.

Nailfold videocapillaroscopy patterns were categorised as follows: normal / non-specific alterations;
non-specific abnormalities; “Early”, “Active”; “Late”; and “Scleroderma-like” SSc-patterns. A quantitative
assessment of capillaroscopic alterations included “absent (“none” or “rare”) and “present” (“moderate”
or “extensive”) for the appearance of giant capillaries, haemorrhages, capillary loss and abnormallyshaped (bushy) capillaries.

†

A medical condition in which spasm of peripheral arteries typically in the fingers and toes reduces
blood flow causing the affected part to turn white, then blue, often with numbness or pain

New blood test to detect SSc-specific autoantibodies may help diagnosis
Previous studies have identified a specific epitope (PDGFRα) that is recognised by autoantibodies in
patients with SSc, can be cloned from memory B white blood cells from an SSc patient, and can induce
fibrosis within a living organism.7,8 Peptides (protein fragments) making up this epitope have been
shown to be specifically recognised by an immunoglobulin (IgG) in the blood of patients with SSc, but
not of controls.
In this latest study, one of these peptides – a so-called “immunodominant peptide” – has been used to
develop a specific blood test which can be used to diagnose SSc.
“Our

preliminary

results

suggest

that

this

new

blood

test

to

detect

SSc-specific,

agonistic, autoantibodies may identify those SSc patients with active disease, regardless of the ‘limited
vs diffuse’ extension of their disease,” said lead author Dr. Gianluca Moroncini from Università
Politecnica Marche, Ancona, Italy. “We propose using this assay for the prospective screening of large
groups of patients affected by, or suspected of suffering from SSc to properly validate it as a tool for
disease activity assessment and / or the early diagnosis of SSc,” he added.
“Although we have initial data on the specificity of the test i.e. its ability to discriminate between SSc
patients with active disease from patients with inactive disease, no data are available as yet on early
diagnosis. The VEDOSS cohort would be an ideal target for assessing the utility of this new test in the
early identification of active / progressive forms of SSc,” Dr. Moroncini concluded.

The first step in this new study involved the identification of one specific peptide that could effectively
discriminate SSc from healthy control blood samples from a large PDGFRα peptide library, which had
been used for epitope mapping of monoclonal anti-PDGFRα antibodies among a population of 25 SSc
and 25 healthy control blood samples.
Then, using a second smaller PDGFRα peptide library, the identity of this one immunodominant epitope
was confirmed.

Statistical analysis identified two subgroups of SSc samples: reactive vs nonreactive, the latter
undistinguishable from the healthy controls. A third peptide library was then used to identify the peptide
recognised exclusively by the reactive SSc blood samples, taken from patients with active, progressive
disease, whereas the nonreactive SSc samples were taken from subjects with less active, nonprogressive disease.

What is SSc?
SSc is a rare immune mediated chronic rheumatic disease affecting multiple organs, including the heart,
and is estimated to occur in 2.3-10 people per 1 million, with a clear predominance for females.9

The earliest phase of SSc is typified by ongoing inflammation and microvascular remodelling, which
then progresses to loss of capillaries, culminating in fibrosis of the skin, lungs, heart and other organs. 10
The most feared complications are pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH), renal crisis and pulmonary
fibrosis that account for most SSc related deaths.9 With the onset of pulmonary fibrosis and PAH, SSc
has a 10-year survival of around 50 percent.11
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NOTES TO EDITORS:
For further information on this study, or to request an interview with the study lead, please do
not hesitate to contact the EULAR congress Press Office in the Goya Room at the IFEMA, Madrid
during EULAR 2017 or on:
Email: eularpressoffice@cohnwolfe.com
Onsite tel: +44 (0)7786 171 476 / +34 91722 3115
Twitter: @EULAR_Press
Youtube: Eular Press Office
About Rheumatic and Musculoskeletal Diseases
Rheumatic and musculoskeletal diseases (RMDs) are a diverse group of diseases that commonly affect
the joints, but can also affect the muscles, other tissues and internal organs. There are more than 200
different RMDs, affecting both children and adults. They are usually caused by problems of the immune
system, inflammation, infections or gradual deterioration of joints, muscle and bones. Many of these
diseases are long term and worsen over time. They are typically painful and Iimit function. In severe
cases, RMDs can result in significant disability, having a major impact on both quality of life and life
expectancy.
About ‘Don't Delay, Connect Today!’
‘Don’t Delay, Connect Today!’ is a EULAR initiative that unites the voices of its three pillars, patient
(PARE) organisations, scientific member societies and health professional associations - as well as its

international network - with the goal of highlighting the importance of early diagnosis and access to
treatment. In Europe alone, over 120 million people are currently living with a rheumatic disease (RMD),
with many cases undetected. The ‘Don’t Delay, Connect Today’ campaign aims to highlight that early
diagnosis of RMDs and access to treatment can prevent further damage, and also reduce the burden
on individual life and society as a whole.

About EULAR
The European League Against Rheumatism (EULAR) is an umbrella organisation which represents
scientific societies, health professional associations and organisations for people with rheumatic and
musculoskeletal diseases throughout Europe. EULAR aims to reduce the burden of rheumatic and
musculoskeletal diseases on individuals and society and to improve the treatment, prevention and
rehabilitation of rheumatic and musculoskeletal diseases. To this end, EULAR fosters excellence in
education and research in the field of rheumatology. It promotes the translation of research advances
into daily care and fights for the recognition of the needs of people with musculoskeletal diseases by
the governing bodies in Europe through advocacy action.

To find out more about the activities of EULAR, visit: www.eular.org
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